“Celebrate Poson Festival with all Religious”

HELP-O conducted Poson festival with the participation of all Nations in Sri Lanka. The vision of the program is any religious can celebrate poson festival for implement this program every religion members involved actively. As a part of the program we conduct Buddhist carol songs with participation all religious. Through this program we could able to increase the mutual understanding between all nations and through this they learn how to work cooperatively. Other religions could able to get clear idea about what this festival and its worth.

When we implement this program country needs peaceful situation but it was very hard work to do it. Our organization could able to use this program as a platform to fill this gab. As a result of the program we could able to establish a community network with involvement of all religions and after this program people are working very friendly and peace. Every religious presets were participate to this event and they appreciate this program according to their comment this is best way to improve the peace between other nation involving children and elders like this program.

Now people don't have misunderstood about others. Our organization main theme was poson is common festival for all religion. When children sing Buddhist carol song there was Christians, Muslims and Hindu children. They did it like it is their festival. We could able to get the support of Government and other organization help to conduct it we conduct this program in “Paraliya to Ahangama” area of Sri Lanka.